We present the first grid of 3D simulations for the pure-helium atmospheres of DB white dwarfs. The simulations were computed with the CO 5 BOLD radiationhydrodynamics code and cover effective temperatures and surface gravities between 12 000 K T eff 34 000 K and 7.5 log g (cgs units) 9.0, respectively. In this introductory work, synthetic spectra calculated from the 3D simulations are compared to appropriate 1D model spectra under a differential approach. This results in the derivation of 3D corrections for the spectroscopically derived atmospheric parameters of DB stars with respect to the 1D ML2/α = 1.25 mixing-length parameterisation. No significant T eff corrections are found for the V777 Her instability strip region, and therefore no 3D revision is expected for the empirical blue and red edges of the strip. However, large log g corrections are found in the range 12 000 K < T eff < 23 000 K for all log g values covered by the 3D grid. These corrections indicate that 1D model atmospheres overpredict log g, reminiscent of the results found from 3D simulations of pure-hydrogen white dwarfs. The next step will be to compute 3D simulations with mixed helium and hydrogen atmospheres to comprehend the full implications for the stellar parameters of DB and DBA white dwarfs.
INTRODUCTION
Most white dwarfs have hydrogen dominated atmospheres as a result of gravitational settling (Schatzman 1948) due to their large surface gravities. The atmospheres of a significant number of degenerate stars is however dominated by helium, which is understood to be the consequence of late thermal pulses experienced by post-asymptotic giant branch (AGB) progenitors (Althaus et al. 2005; Werner & Herwig 2006) . These white dwarfs are classified with spectral type DO if He II lines dominate, DB if He I lines dominate, or DC if the T eff is too low to allow any optical transition. Subtypes such as DBA or DBZ are also employed to designate additional hydrogen or metal lines, respectively. About 20% of white dwarfs in magnitude limited samples (e.g. SDSS; Kleinman et al. 2013; Kepler et al. 2015) are of DB or DO spectral types. For volume-complete samples where the white dwarf luminosity function peaks at much cooler temperatures, the E-mail: E.Cukanovaite@warwick.ac.uk fraction of helium-dominated atmospheres is as large as 50% (Giammichele et al. 2012) . This increase of helium-rich stars below T eff ∼ 10 000 K is likely due to convective mixing events in hydrogen-line (DA) white dwarfs, resulting in their thin hydrogen blanket being fully mixed-in with the underlying helium layer (Tremblay & Bergeron 2008) .
For the majority of DB and DBA white dwarfs, the spectroscopic technique, which compares the observed line profiles to predictions from model spectra (Bergeron et al. 2011, henceforth BW11) , is used to determine their atmospheric parameters (T eff , log g, and H/He). These parameters coupled with evolutionary models allow for the determination of white dwarf masses and ages. While DB white dwarfs are not quite as frequent as DA or DC spectral types, their parameters are still essential to understand the local stellar formation history (Kalirai 2012; Tremblay et al. 2014) , the late thermal pulses in post-AGB progenitors (Reindl et al. 2014a,b) , and the fraction of primordial hydrogen in white dwarfs (BW11; Koester & Kepler 2015; Rolland et al. 2018 ). Furthermore, a large fraction of white dwarfs pol-luted by asteroids and planetary debris (Veras 2016 ) have helium-dominated atmospheres (Kleinman et al. 2013) . This is expected from the much larger diffusion timescales for the denser helium atmospheres (Paquette et al. 1986a,b; Koester 2009; Fontaine et al. 2015) . As a consequence, DB white dwarfs are important objects for the understanding of postmain-sequence planetary system evolution, and in particular the detection of water-rich asteroids (Farihi et al. 2013; Raddi et al. 2015; Gentile Fusillo et al. 2017) .
In the last two decades, detailed spectroscopic analyses of DB and DBA white dwarfs have resulted in exquisite mass-T eff distributions, and sophisticated 1D model atmosphere and spectral synthesis codes which incorporate detailed line broadening schemes (see, e.g., Beauchamp et al. 1997; Voss et al. 2007 ; BW11; Koester & Kepler 2015) . The importance of hydrogen in the helium-dominated atmosphere white dwarfs has also been made clear. These studies have determined that the fraction of DBAs in DB/DBA samples is up to 75%, and that perhaps all DB white dwarfs have traces of hydrogen with the abundance too low to cause observable spectral features (Koester & Kepler 2015) , illustrating the close link between the two spectral classifications. The presence of hydrogen, even if not observed, can significantly affect the derived T eff , especially for the boundaries of the V777 Her instability strip (Beauchamp et al. 1999) , the region where pulsating DB/DBA white dwarfs are found.
Some issues remain in the spectroscopic analyses of DB white dwarfs. One such problem is observed at T eff < 16 000 K, where the spectroscopically derived surface gravities are significantly higher than the predictions of evolutionary models, possibly due to incomplete treatment of line broadening by neutral helium (BW11; Koester & Kepler 2015) . Beauchamp et al. (1996) have shown that better treatment of the van der Waals broadening implemented from Deridder & van Renspergen (1976) does lower the surface gravities at low effective temperatures, yet the authors find that gravity is very sensitive to the exact treatment of this broadening. A similar high-log g problem was known for DA white dwarfs (Bergeron et al. 1990 ) for T eff < 12 000 K, a temperature which corresponds to the onset of convective energy transfer in the photosphere of DAs. This problem was solved by computing the first-ever 3D model atmospheres of DA white dwarfs (Tremblay et al. 2013a,c) and corresponding 3D synthetic spectra, confirming the long-standing suspicion that convection is modelled in a too-crude manner in 1D model atmospheres.
Helium-atmosphere white dwarfs develop superficial convection zones at temperatures as large as 50 000 K and thus all currently known DB stars must rely on convective model atmospheres. Consequently, the high-log g problem for cool DB white dwarfs cannot be related to the onset of convection, but it could be caused by changes in the properties of convection that 1D models do not consider. Therefore, it is of great interest to look at the predictions of 3D DB model atmospheres, especially because of the success of modelling DA white dwarfs. In addition to the derivation of masses and ages that are likely to be more precise, the sizes of the convection zones and overshoot regions (Tremblay et al. 2015a; Kupka et al. 2018 ) are of particular importance, since they determine the total mass of hydrogen or accreted metals in DBA and DBZ white dwarfs, respectively. Another critical aspect is the revision of the spectroscopic parameters to determine the empirical edges of the V777 Her instability strip and the connection to asteroseismic models (Van Grootel et al. 2017) .
In 1D white dwarf model atmospheres, convection is treated using the ML2 version (Tassoul et al. 1990 ; see also Table 1 of Tremblay et al. 2013a ) of the mixing-length approximation (Böhm-Vitense 1958) . The mixing-length parameter, α, is usually set to 1.25 for DB stars (BW11; Koester & Kepler 2015) . BW11 derived this value by looking at possibly unphysical clumping in the log g-T eff distribution arising from the different α values and from the calibration of the T eff derived from fits of optical and UV spectra. Although ML2/α = 1.25 performed reasonably well in both tests, BW11 suggested that an improvement needs to be made in the treatment of convective transport itself, which is exactly what 3D models can provide. Contrary to the mixing length approximation which requires the variation of α to reproduce even the basic properties of astrophysical observations, 3D numerical simulations do not require such fine tuning.
In this paper, we present the first 3D radiationhydrodynamics simulations for pure-helium white dwarf atmospheres. From these simulations we compute synthetic DB spectra that we compare with 1D spectra and selected published observations. We postpone the full spectroscopic analysis of existing data sets until grids of 3D model atmospheres with mixed He/H compositions become available. Nevertheless, our predictions with a pure-helium equationof-state (EOS) will be useful to interpret the independent stellar parameters (T eff , radius, luminosity) revealed from the Gaia Data Release 2 (Tremblay et al. 2017; Bédard et al. 2017; Hollands et al. 2018 ). Our study is restricted to the atmospheric properties of DB white dwarfs; the calibration of the mixing-length theory for structure calculations will be presented elsewhere. In Section 2, the numerical setup of the 3D simulations is explained and some brief description of the structural differences between the 3D and 1D convection models is given. The calculation of synthetic spectra for both 3D and 1D structures is explained in Section 3. Our proposed 3D corrections are presented and discussed in Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.
MODEL ATMOSPHERES

Numerical setup for CO 5 BOLD simulations
The CO 5 BOLD radiation-hydrodynamics code (Freytag et al. 2012 ) was used to compute 47 3D DB model atmospheres with log g ranging between 7.5 and 9.0 in steps of 0.5 dex, and T eff between 12 000 K and 34 000 K in steps of around 2000 K. Our grid is illustrated in Fig. 1 and presented in Table 1 . When computing 3D simulations log g is an input parameter. However, the effective temperature is not, and is instead recovered after the model is calculated, from the spatially and temporally averaged emergent stellar flux. The temporal average is restricted to the last one-fourth of the simulations. This results in the unevenly spaced T eff values of our 3D models.
Apart from the EOS and opacities, our computational setup is the same as that used for DA white dwarfs (Tremblay et al. 2013a,c) . In brief, each model is computed in a box of 150 × 150 × 150 Cartesian (x × y × z) grid points, where z-axis represents the vertical extent of the simulation, pointing from the interior to the exterior of the white dwarf. We use the local box-in-a-star CO 5 BOLD setup (see Freytag et al. 2012 for more detail), where only a section of the atmosphere is modelled. Each simulation has periodic side boundaries and a top boundary that is open to material and radiative flows. Radiative transfer is solved everywhere in the simulation with the diffusion approximation applied at the bottom boundary. Depending on the size of the convection zone, the bottom boundary is either open or closed to convective flows. In Fig. 1 , the models with open and closed bottom boundaries are indicated by open and filled circles, respectively. For most of the effective temperatures considered in this study, the convection zones are too large to fit inside the vertical extent of the simulation. Instead, enough of the convection zone is included vertically such that convection becomes adiabatic near the bottom, ensuring that the inflowing material at the open bottom boundary can be described by adiabatic convection. At the highest effective temperatures, the convection zones become small enough to fit within the simulations and the bottom boundaries are closed to convective flows but left open to radiation. In those cases, the vertical velocities are forced to go to zero and the radiative flux is prescribed to the desired total energy flux. The bottom layer for all models is around log τ R = 3, where τ R is Rosseland optical depth averaged over space and time. Some closed boundary models were extended deeper to include a larger overshoot region. The top τ R value varies from model to model, ranging from −8.5 log τ R −4.8, with all simulations covering the line forming region. Horizontally, along the x-axis, at least 4 convective cells are included to both resolve surface granulation and obtain meaningful mean properties.
All simulations cover more than 4.5 pressure scale heights vertically, with the majority being more than 10 pressure scale heights deep. It has, however, been shown that the vertical boundaries can impact atmospheric layers within two pressure scale heights (Grimm-Strele et al. 2015) . This might affect the spectral properties for our shallowest models and we dedicate Section 4.2 to this discussion. The simulations cover a stellar time of a minimum of 60 turnover timescales at τ R = 1. We have confirmed that our models are relaxed in the last quarter of the simulation by monitoring total flux as a function of depth over time (including outgoing flux at the top). In all cases systematic variations within that time frame were less than the statistical noise due to periodic waves and the finite number of convective cells in our simulations. Convergence of the veloc-ity field was also reached for all cases but the lowest effective temperature models, where the velocity field is still not in equilibrium in the uppermost layers ( τ R < −3). As stated in Tremblay et al. (2013a,c) , the upper layers never reach radiative equilibrium owing to very large Peclet numbers, and instead the entropy gradient slowly converges to a nearadiabatic structure due to the weak convective overshoot.
In the following we employ 3D averages which are derived from spatial and temporal averages of the 3D simulations over constant τ R surfaces. 12 snapshots in the last onefourth of each simulation were used. These average structures are useful both for a simple comparison with 1D structures and as inputs for 3D spectral synthesis in Section 3. In Section 3.2 we report on the possibility of performing full 3D spectral synthesis instead of using 3D structures.
Input microphysics and 1D LHD code
Microphysics in the form of EOS and opacity tables, are input parameters for CO 5 BOLD. The EOS and opacity tables have been pre-calculated from reference 1D models, which in our case are the standard 1D DB model atmospheres of BW11 calculated using their 1D atmosphere code, hereafter referred to as ATMO. For reference, Fig. 2 shows the opacity as a function of wavelength for the photosphere of two BW11 log g = 8.0 models. For helium-dominated compositions, ATMO includes improved Stark profiles of neutral helium calculated by Beauchamp et al. (1997) and the freefree absorption coefficient of negative helium ions of John (1994) . This 1D code uses 1745 frequencies to solve radiative transfer for the atmospheric structure, which is a procedure that is computationally impossible to replicate for 3D models and so opacity binning is used instead. This method relies on sorting the frequency-dependent opacities based on their corresponding frequency-dependent optical depth, τ ν , such that τ ν (and therefore the associated opacity), will fall in an i-th bin defined by two values of τ R , i.e. (Nordlund 1982; Ludwig et al. 1994; Vögler et al. 2004 ).
The optical depth at which plasma becomes optically thin for photons of frequency ν is defined by τ R (τ ν = 1) and this is shown in Fig. 3 for selected 1D and mean 3D, hereafter 3D , spectra (see Section 3) at log g = 8.0. Each opacity table has been computed with 10 band-averaged opacity bins with boundaries at log τ . We note that due to interpolation issues we did not include the extremely strong far-UV opacities whenever they were assigned to the missing log τ R = [−5.0,−99.0] opacity bin. As Fig. 2 shows, at low effective temperatures He I bound-free and He I lines from the ground level provide the far-UV opacities. At high effective temperatures He II bound-free and He II line opacities also contribute. These frequencies are fully opaque to light everywhere in the simulations and very little flux is transported at such short wavelengths in the photosphere, therefore this missing opacity has little impact on the resulting temperature and pressure stratifications that are used for spectral synthesis.
Another important difference between standard 1D structures and our 3D simulations comes from CO 5 BOLD treating scattering as true absorption, again, due to current numerical limitations. One therefore may argue that any 3D effects we observe when comparing our 3D models with 1D ATMO structures are due to approximations with opacity tables, scattering and even the missing opacities mentioned earlier. To test this hypothesis, the ATMO structures were compared with stratifications calculated using a different 1D code called LHD (Caffau & Ludwig 2007) . The LHD code treats microphysics by employing the same input tables as those used in CO 5 BOLD, considers scattering as true absorption, and has been modified to rely on a mixing length parameterisation of ML2/α = 1.25. Tremblay et al. (2013a) have shown, from the comparison of pure-hydrogen structures, that differences between the LHD and ATMO codes are small apart from the input microphysics. Consequently, any difference observed between them in the case of purehelium composition would likely be caused by approximations in the microphysics. Fig. 3 allows for the identification of the atmospheric layers where the continuum and lines between 3500Å and 7200Å are formed, so that a comparison can be made between ATMO, LHD and 3D structures in the regions relevant to our spectral study. Such a comparison is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for four of the log g = 8.0 models in terms of the temperature and density stratifications, respectively. On these figures we also indicate how the line forming region changes if the wavelengths that are closer than 0.5Å from the line cores are not included. As the line opacity increases significantly for the line cores, their removal causes the upper boundary of the line forming region to be significantly lower in the atmosphere. This boundary is more appropriate when models are used to fit typical low and medium resolution observations. The first observation from Figs. 4 and 5 is that for T eff ∼ 14 000, 18 000, and 22 000 K, the differences between the 3D structures and their 1D counterparts are larger than the differences between 1D ATMO and LHD structures, i.e. the 3D corrections are more significant than the issues with microphysics. Nevertheless, there is some dissension between ATMO and LHD models in this regime, especially at optical depths smaller than the inflexion point above which convection is abruptly switched off as per the prescription of the 1D mixing-length approximation (e.g. log τ R −1.7 for the 18 000 K model). By calculating 1D ATMO structures with scattering treated as true absorption, we found that scattering only has a minor effect in the line forming region and does not significantly improve the agreement between ATMO and LHD. Therefore, we are left with opacity binning as the culprit for the small observed differences between 1D structures at cool temperatures.
At large temperatures (e.g. bottom right plot of Fig. 4 at T eff ∼ 34 000 K), the disagreement between LHD and ATMO structures becomes more severe in the line forming layers. Interestingly, the good agreement between LHD and 3D structures demonstrates that 3D effects are expected to be small at these temperatures. We made attempts to improve the opacity binning procedure or include more bins in LHD (see Section 3.1) but could not reach a significantly better agreement. Since the LHD and ATMO codes largely agree at cool temperatures and LHD converges to the 3D simulations in the warm radiative regime, we conclude that it is best to use 1D LHD structures to derive 3D corrections Figure 2. The total opacity as a function of the logarithm of wavelength for representative layers of two BW11 log g = 8.0 models at T eff = 14 000 K (left) and T eff = 34 000 K (right). We have selected reference temperature and pressure values (as indicated on the panels) that correspond to the plasma conditions at τ R = 1. He I and He II line opacities are indicated by green and red colour regions. The Rosseland mean opacity (dashed grey) and the line region used for the derivation of the 3D corrections (dotted grey) are also shown.
from CO 5 BOLD simulations. One advantage of this differential analysis is the minimization of the uncertainties caused by the approximations in the microphysics discussed in this section. Furthermore, 3D corrections are generally used for DA white dwarfs rather than the 3D models being used for actual fitting (Tremblay et al. 2013c) , suggesting that a differential approach is also advisable for DB white dwarfs. With these justifications, we proceed with 1D LHD structures in the following.
3D effects on atmospheric structures
To better understand the structural differences between 1D (LHD) and 3D models, Figs. 6 and 7 compare the entropy and temperature stratifications for all log g = 8.0 models of our 3D grid. Positive and negative entropy gradients as a function of τ R are indicative of atmospheric layers which are unstable and stable against convection, respectively. For the lowest effective temperatures, good agreement is observed between 1D and 3D structures deeper than log τ R = −1.6, where convection is adiabatic and therefore both 1D and 3D structures converge to the adiabatic gradient. Above these layers, however, the mixing-length approximation predicts no convection and the radiative equilibrium is reached. In the 3D picture, overshoot contributes in cooling the upper layers and forces them to have an adiabatic stratification. Very similar results were found for cool DA white dwarfs (Tremblay et al. 2013a,c) . Above T eff ∼ 16 000 K, convection becomes non-adiabatic and sensitive to the prescription of the convective efficiency, resulting in emerging differences between 1D and 3D models within the convection zone.
For T eff above 24 000 K but below 34 000 K, two convective zones develop, associated with He I and He II ionization. This is observed for both 1D and 3D structures, though for non-local 3D convection, the two convection zones are dynamically connected, and the convective flux remains large in-between the two regions. In this regime the atmospheric structures of DB white dwarfs become more complex compared to DA stars. Convection is driven both by deep optically-thick He II convection and superficial opticallythin He I convection, with a thermally stable but dynamically active photosphere in between. For this DB temperature regime, Fig. 7 also shows that 3D effects become very small in the line forming layers owing to increasingly inefficient photospheric convection (τ R < 1). Figs. 6 and 7 do however suggest strong 3D effects near the bottom of the convection zone for warm simulations, which is related to 1D ML2/α = 1.25 models and 3D simulations predicting significantly different convection zone sizes. We note that this may not be limited to warmer simulations since we do not have access to the bottom of the convection zones for cooler models. The 1D models systematically overpredict the sizes of the convection zones, suggesting that a smaller mixing-length is necessary to match the deep 3D convection zones. We will report on the mixing-length calibration for 1D structures in a future work. This has little to do with the mixing-length value that would be needed for the 1D models to match 3D structures in the line forming regions, which appears neither to be overestimated or underestimated according to Figs. 6 and 7.
Differences between 1D and 3D structures can also be understood by looking at the resolved 3D simulations. ules are ill-defined. In this regime the lack of energy loss and the large densities make it possible for convection to transport the required stellar flux with a very small contrast. For larger effective temperatures convection becomes nonadiabatic and the intensity contrast increases. The radiative timescale decreases such that only the largest granules survive, resulting in a granulation pattern of large cells and narrow intergranular lanes. At T eff ∼ 22 000 K, the surface of a DB star looks remarkably similar to a DA white dwarf at T eff ∼ 12 000 K (see Fig. 5 of Tremblay et al. 2013a ). At T eff ∼ 34 000 K, convection is very inefficient in the photosphere and the contrast between the cells and intergranular lanes decreases. In Fig. 9 we show the ratio of the characteristic granule size to the pressure scale height at τ R = 1 for 3D DA and DB models. In this section all quantities are averaged over constant geometrical depth. The characteristic granule sizes were calculated from the peaks of the emergent intensity power spectra (Tremblay et al. 2013b) . Hotter DB models have granule sizes that are more than ten times the local pressure scale height. Almost all of the models with two convection zones have ratios above 10, suggesting that the presence of He II convection zone is connected to this behaviour unique to DB white dwarfs. Following the procedure laid out in Tremblay et al. (2013b) we confirm that the sizes of the granules are consistent with conservation of mass flux and significantly larger horizontal to vertical velocity ratios for hot DB stars.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the intensity contrast as a function of effective temperature and as a function of the Mach number at τ R = 1, respectively. The latter plot also includes data for 3D DA atmospheres from Tremblay et al. (2013b) . We define the Mach number as
where v rms is the convective velocity, c sound is the sound speed; ρ , P and Γ 1 are the geometric horizontal averages of density, pressure and the first adiabatic constant, respectively. Following Tremblay et al. (2013b) 
where v 2 is the horizontally averaged mean square velocity and ρv x 2 , ρv y 2 , ρv z 2 are the three horizontally averaged mass fluxes. The density weighted mean velocity is removed due to its sensitivity to numerical parameters and oscillations.
Both the intensity contrast and the Mach number are measures of the strength of convection and they span a similar range in DA and DB white dwarfs. Helium-atmosphere simulations reach a maximum intensity contrast of about 25% compared to 20% for hydrogen-rich compositions. We note that the range in the former case is closer to that seen in main-sequence stars where He ionization is also of relevance (Tremblay et al. 2013b) . For a given intensity contrast or Mach number, the density is significantly higher for a DB white dwarf compared to any other convective star, owing to the smaller internal energy density per gram and the larger energy flux to transport. The peak in intensity contrast for DB log g = 8.0 models is observed at the effective temperature of 24 000 K, and above this temperature it significantly decreases and tends towards low values for the log g = 8.0 and log g = 7.5 models. This is expected for models that are becoming fully radiative. Although it seems as if the intensity contrast is useful to measure the strength of 3D effects on spectra, the link between 3D inhomogeneities and opacities and thus predicted spectral lines is highly non-linear. Furthermore, the strength of 3D effects on spectra also depends on how the different regions of the surface average.
The mean Mach number for a handful of 3D DB models approaches a value of one at the photosphere, indicating that the flows are close to being supersonic. As such, shocks can occur in the simulation and could imprint themselves on synthetic spectra. We note that the situation is no different to DA white dwarfs or main-sequence stars for which the mean Mach number can reach a value close to one.
MODEL SPECTRA
Neither LHD nor CO 5 BOLD can perform detailed spectral synthesis. Given our differential approach at comparing 1D LHD and 3D structures, it is thus appropriate to use the ATMO code of BW11 to calculate synthetic spectra. We employ the same numerical setup as that used by BW11 to compute their DB grid. To calculate differential 3D corrections, we use the DB fitting code of BW11 to fit 3D synthetic spectra with the 1D (LHD) spectral grid. This ensures that we consider the same wavelength region and the same lines BW11 analysed in their study. We define the 3D corrections to be and log g corr = log g 3D model − log g 1D fit .
Since DBA stars were also included in their study, BW11 used the code to either fit hydrogen lines or to apply upper limits in the case of non-detection. As our models are pure-helium, we have instead adapted the code to have purehelium composition as the only option. Before presenting our proposed 3D corrections, we first evaluate the uncertainties from the different approximations we have made, namely the opacity binning procedure and the mean 3D approximation.
Effect of opacity binning
Two sets of log g = 8.0 1D LHD structures were computed with the same effective temperatures as the 3D models. The first set was computed with 10 bin opacity tables already employed for our 3D models and we shall refer to these as "LHD original ". The other "LHD 16−20bins " set was calculated using opacity tables with 16 to 20 bins, which do not remove the large far-UV opacity unlike the 10 bin opacity tables. We have derived synthetic spectra using ATMO for the two sets of LHD structures. The full grid of BW11 1D DB synthetic spectra is also used for opacity binning analysis. This grid was calculated from 1D structures computed with the ATMO code and therefore all 1745 frequencies were used in the computation instead of opacity binning. To quantify the corrections arising from the opacity binning, the two types of LHD spectra were fitted with the 1D ATMO spectral grid and the differences between the atmospheric parameters are shown in Fig. 12 . A negative difference indicates that ATMO overestimates the T eff or log g of the LHD spectrum. BW11 determined external errors for their DB and DBA survey by comparing fitted values for multiple spectra of 28 stars. They found average uncertainties of ∆T eff /T eff = 2.3% and ∆log g = 0.052 when obvious outliers are removed (see their Figure 17 ). These errors are plotted on Fig. 12 and are referred to as BW11 errors. In comparison, Koester & Kepler (2015) average external uncertainties for their SDSS sample with lower average signal-to-noise are ∆T eff /T eff = 3.1% and ∆log g = 0.12.
The log g corrections for both original and extended opacity tables are well within fitting uncertainties (right panel of Fig. 12 ). For T eff corrections only the LHD models with extended opacity tables fall within the uncertainties. As expected from our discussion around Figs. 4 and 5 and the comparison of ATMO and LHD structures, the largest differences are expected for the warmest simulations. Although the agreement improves when doubling the number of opacity bins, we did not pursue the possibility of improving the . Entropy stratifications for log g = 8.0 1D LHD (solid red) and 3D (dashed blue) models identified in Table 1 . All structures, apart from T eff = 12020 K, are offset from each other by 0.1 × 10 9 erg g −1 K −1 for clarity. . Temperature stratifications for log g = 8.0 1D LHD (solid red) and 3D (dashed blue) models identified in Table 1 . All structures, apart from T eff = 12020 K, are offset from each other by 3000 K for clarity.
opacity binning procedure for LHD and by inference our CO 5 BOLD simulations because of the dramatic increase in computation time. Instead we employ our 10 bin tables, and a differential approach between LHD and CO 5 BOLD structures which largely removes the offset observed in Fig. 12 .
Mean 3D approximation
Ideally, 3D spectral synthesis is performed to compute a spectrum directly from a 3D data cube. One such code, Linfor3D (Ludwig & Steffen 2008) , was utilised by Tremblay et al. (2011) to model synthetic 3D Hβ lines for DA white dwarfs. While the code could be adapted to synthesise selected 3D spectral lines for DB white dwarfs, it would be computationally expensive to create a full grid of 3D model spectra. Instead, we proceed with the comparison of two types of estimates for calculations of synthetic spectra from 3D simulations: the 3D and 1.5D approximations. Our standard 3D spectra are computed from the 3D temperature and pressure structures using ATMO. On the other hand, the 1.5D method assumes that each 3D simulation, which is made up of 150×150×150 grid points, is a collection 150 × 150 "1D" atmospheres, where the vertical extent of the simulation (z-axis) is the extent of these 1D atmospheres.
For each of the "1D" atmospheres a spectrum is then calculated using ATMO and the resulting 150 × 150 spectra are simply averaged to produce a so-called 1.5D spectrum for a given 3D model. However, we found that some of the atmospheres exhibited pressure inversion due to the departure from hydrostatic equilibrium, which is expected in 3D simulations. ATMO is not adapted to handle such departures and therefore any structures with pressure inversion were removed from the 1.5D spectrum calculations. We also want the 1.5D spectrum to be representative of the entire simulation and not of one single time snapshot, and therefore we used several snapshots over the last quarter of the computation for the average. The 3D and 1.5D methods represent the two extremes in neglecting or enhancing the 3D fluctuations, respectively, and thus the full 3D spectral synthesis is somewhere in between these two methods. For the majority of 3D DA models, with the exception of extremely low-mass (ELM) white dwarfs, it has been shown that 1.5D and 3D corrections are equivalent (Tremblay et al. 2015b ). This results from a complex cancellation of the 3D fluctuations in spectral synthesis (Tremblay et al. 2013c) and there is no obvious reason to assume the same behaviour for DB white dwarfs.
To determine the uncertainties arising from not using the full 3D spectral synthesis, we fitted both the 1.5D and 3D spectra with the 1D LHD model grid to find their respective corrections. Fig. 13 shows the differences between the 3D and 1.5D corrections for log g = 8.0 models, although similar results are obtained for other log g models. The BW11 errors are also shown. A negative difference means that the 1.5D correction is larger and this is what we observe for 3D simulations below ≈ 24 000 K. Most of the differences are well within the BW11 external errors, with the maximum offset observed at ≈ 20 000 K. At this particular effective temperature, He I lines reach their maximum strength (depending on the assumed convective efficiency) giving rise to the hot/cool solution problem, where for any given DB spectrum there are often two possible fits with equivalent χ 2 values. BW11 have also shown that in the range 20 000 T eff 28 000 K, the spectra are quite insensitive to the effective temperature. This suggests that fitting uncertainties may peak in this region even though we have employed a constant average uncertainty in percentage.
Another possibility for the disagreement between 1.5D and 3D corrections could be related to the high Mach numbers of some of the DB simulations as 1.5D spectra are more sensitive to thermal fluctuations caused by shocks. For log g = 8.0 simulations, the T eff ≈ 22 000 K model has the highest Mach number, and yet for this particular model the 3D and 1.5D corrections do agree, suggesting that there is no obvious link.
We stress that since the full 3D spectral synthesis is expected to lie somewhere between the 1.5D and 3D corrections, Fig. 13 likely overestimates the error of using the 3D approximation. We conclude that the 3D approximation is valid for DB white dwarfs, a result that is similar to that found for DA stars above log g = 7.0.
DISCUSSION
3D corrections
Our proposed 3D corrections for pure-helium DB white dwarfs are shown in Fig. 14 and are tabulated in Table 2 . The corrections were derived using the reference 1D LHD spectral grid under the ML2/α = 1.25 parameterisation. In the table, the corrections quoted are calculated using Eqs. 4 approximation discussed in Section 3.2, but also important is the validity of the pure-helium atmosphere approximation when applying the corrections to specific DB white dwarfs. At low effective temperatures, we do not observe significant temperature corrections. Above ∼ 22 000 K, especially for large surface gravities, the temperature corrections can reach up to 3000 K. For log g = 7.5 and 8.0, however, the T eff corrections become negligible at the highest effective temperatures, where the spectral line forming regions become radiative and therefore equivalent to their 1D counterparts. We do not observe any significant temperature corrections for the V777 Her instability strip (Fontaine & Brassard 2008) at log g = 8.0. We remind the reader, however, that asteroseismic predictions could be impacted by the significantly different sizes for the 3D convection zones as discussed in Section 2.3. It is reassuring that the current ML2/α = 1.25 parameterisation for the optical spectra of DB white dwarfs, which mostly impacts the T eff scale, is in reasonable agreement with the 3D simulations.
The 1D models tend to significantly overpredict the log g values in the range 14 000 K T eff 21 000 K for log g = 7.5 and 8.0, but this range does extend further to 22 000 K for log g = 8.5 and to 24 000 K for log g = 9.0. Above these effective temperatures, the 3D log g corrections are within the BW11 errors. BW11 and Koester & Kepler (2015) have shown that DB and DBA white dwarfs in the range 12 000 K T eff 16 000 K have larger than expected log g values, with maximum discrepancy between the spectroscopically derived log g values and those predicted by stellar evolutionary models occurring at around 13 000-14 000 K. Therefore, our proposed 3D log g corrections are an incomplete solution to this problem. Many studies have attributed the high-log g problem in DB white dwarfs to issues with the line broadening by neutral helium and not with the treatment of convection. Our results provide sup- Figure 12 . Fits of synthetic spectra based on 1D LHD log g = 8.0 structures that have been computed with two types of opacity tables: original (10 bins, solid red) and extended (16-20 bins, dashed blue). These model spectra were fitted with a grid of standard 1D ATMO spectra of BW11 to quantify the differences between the two types of 1D codes. The resulting T eff and log g corrections are presented on the left and right panels, respectively. The uncertainties quoted by BW11 found from comparing multiple spectra of 28 DB and DBA white dwarfs are also shown with dotted green lines. A dot-dashed horizontal black line representing a null correction has also been added to each panel for clarity. − log g 1.5D correction Figure 13 . 1.5D and 3D spectra at log g = 8.0 are compared in terms of the differences between their respective T eff (left panel) and log g (right panel) corrections found by fitting the two types of spectra with the 1D LHD models. External fitting uncertainties from BW11 are also shown. A dot-dashed horizontal black line representing the equivalence of 1.5D and 3D corrections (and therefore spectra) has also been added to each panel.
port for this scenario. Furthermore, a smooth mass versus cooling age distribution for DB stars is expected from evolutionary models. When applying our 3D corrections to the 1D atmospheric parameters determined in BW11 and Koester & Kepler (2015) assuming pure-helium atmospheres as a very preliminary assessment, the 3D parameters are not in obviously better or worse agreement with evolutionary models. To fully understand the mass distribution of DB white dwarfs, we believe that 3D simulations with mixed helium and hydrogen compositions must first be calculated, even 1D log g 1D T eff (K) 3D log g 3D T eff correction ( Proposed 3D corrections for pure-helium white dwarf atmospheres when compared with 1D model spectra using the ML2/α = 1.25 parameterisation. The horizontal dashed lines indicate log g = [7.5, 8.0, 8.5, 9 .0], whereas the intersections between the dashed lines and the blue lines are the reference 1D atmospheric parameters. If one follows a given blue line from the intersection, its length will give the 3D correction for the particular 1D log g and T eff . For clarity, at high effective temperatures some of the corrections from Table 2 though Beauchamp et al. (1999) suggest that hydrogen does not significantly impact the atmospheric parameters in the range 14 000 K T eff 20 000 K.
A study of the temperature and density stratifications (Figs. 4 and 5) in the line forming regions (Fig. 3) can be useful to understand the strong predicted 3D corrections at T eff ∼ 18 000 K. Fig. 3 (top right panel) illustrates that 3D effects on the mean structure are strong enough at this effective temperature that the 3D lines are formed in a significantly narrower range of the atmosphere. Fig. 5 shows that in the line forming region, the density is significantly larger in the 3D simulation. Since density correlates with surface gravity, it suggests that a higher gravity 1D structure is necessary to mimic the 3D density stratification, resulting in a negative log g correction. We note that the spectral lines are formed largely within the convective zone and the 3D effects are especially strong in this regime. We have, therefore, no reason to doubt the accuracy of the 3D simulations or suspect that any approximation we have made would cause spurious 3D effects, especially in light of our success with pure-hydrogen 3D model atmospheres.
For DA white dwarfs, the 3D line cores of the deep lower Balmer lines were shown to be too deep when compared to observed white dwarf spectra (Tremblay et al. 2013c) . This 3D prediction is largely caused by adiabatic overshoot at large Peclet number (see, e.g., Brummell et al. 2002; Kupka & Muthsam 2017) cooling the 3D structures in the upper layers of the atmosphere, an effect that does not occur in 1D. This discrepancy led us to remove line cores for calculating more robust 3D corrections for DA white dwarfs. For 3D simulations of DB stars we do not observe any obvious issue with the line cores. One reason is that He I lines are weaker and the cores of the lines do not significantly extend into the overshoot regions. We have tried to remove the line cores from the fits, but this does not meaningfully change the 3D corrections, and thus we suggest keeping the full line shapes in the fitting procedure. Fig. 15 compares the normalised 1D LHD, 1.5D and 3D spectra for log g = 8.0 and T eff = 18 081 K, where the largest 3D corrections for log g are observed (for log g = 8.0 models). We find that all predicted spectra are very similar in terms of the broadband fluxes from the near-UV to the near-infrared. This suggests once again that the 3D approximation is adequate, but also that 3D corrections are unnecessary for calculating broadband photometric fluxes in this regime. In Fig. 16 we compare our 3D spectrum at log g = 8.0, T eff = 21 989 K with 1D LHD spectra using both ML2/α = 1.25 and 1.75. In this regime, BW11 have found (see their Figure 15 ) that a mixing-length of ML2/α = 1.75 provides a better agreement between the optical and near-UV temperatures, while a value of ML2/α = 1.25 results in a smoother mass distribution as a function of T eff . They attribute this behaviour to a potential shortcoming of the mixing-length theory. It is difficult to conclude yet about the possible improvements of a 3D spectral analysis, since 3D T eff corrections are fairly mild in this regime and the predicted near-UV fluxes are all very similar in a relative sense.
Sensitivity to input parameters
3D thermal structures of DA white dwarfs show little sensitivity to the input numerical parameters, which include the grid resolution, artificial viscosity, geometrical dimensions, and numerical schemes for the hydrodynamics solver (see Table 3 of Tremblay et al. (2013a) for more detail). This work relies on the same numerical setup and a change of the gas composition is not expected to have a significant impact on the precision of the thermal structures. We conclude that this earlier investigation puts forward a numerical test for our DB models as well. This does not rule out, however, that there are untested numerical setups (e.g., very large grid sizes, see Kupka et al. 2018 ) that could still have an effect on our results. These experiments were performed for a characteristic closed bottom simulation (T eff = 12, 000 K, log g = 8.0, pure-hydrogen). In this section we expand on these numerical experiments by quantifying how the open bottom boundary condition impacts our derived corrections. Grimm-Strele et al. (2015) have shown that vertical boundary conditions can influence layers located two pressure scale heights above or below them. We extended two models at log g = 8.0, and initially with T eff = 12 020 and 18 081 K, by adding 60 and 50 more grid points to the bottom of the two simulations, respectively. The former case is the shallowest model at log g = 8.0 with a total of 5 pressure scale heights. For both simulations we only focus on the lower boundary as the top of each simulation is more than 3 pressure scale heights above the top of the spectral line forming region. These new simulations are run for 10 more seconds, and we make sure they have been properly relaxed using the tests described in Section 2.1. 12 snapshots over the last quarter of the simulations are used to calculate the mean structures and synthetic spectra. The two new synthetic spectra are fitted with the 1D LHD grid to derive 3D corrections.
In Fig. 17 we compare the temperature and pressure stratifications between the original and extended simulations. We find that the 3D structure at ≈ 12 000 K does not change significantly with the extended simulation. The 3D spectroscopic corrections are well within fitting errors. Convection is very adiabatic everywhere in the simulation and we hypothesize that the mean stratification is rather insensitive to the treatment of convection (either in 1D or 3D). The standard and extended ≈ 18 000 K simulations differ marginally in the line forming regions according to Fig. 17 . The shift in the 3D log g correction is similar to the typical external observational errors (≈ 0.05 dex). The original simulation was already deep in terms of the number of pressure scale heights between the photosphere and the bottom boundary, and therefore the difference may not be directly caused by the change in the bottom boundary condition. Fig. 18 shows 1D LHD and 3D fits to WD0845−188, a selected DB white dwarf from BW11 with hydrogen abundance small enough to assume pure-helium composition (Bergeron et al. 2015) . Fitting with 3D spectra lowers the log g by 0.24 dex, in line with the corrections proposed in Table 2 . However, the T eff difference does not exactly match the corrections proposed in Table 2 , but since the correction is of the same order as the internal errors we believe this inconsistency to be negligible.
Application to observations
If we fit WD0845−188 with 1D ATMO instead of 1D LHD, we recover parameters that are almost in complete agreement to LHD fitted parameters, reinforcing what is shown in Fig. 12 , i.e. the difference between the 1D structures calculated from these two 1D codes are negligible at the given log g and T eff . For this particular DB white dwarf, the χ 2 is marginally smaller in the 3D case compared to the 1D LHD fit. However, looking at the whole BW11 sample excluding DBA white dwarfs, we do not find an obvious preference for either model grid, suggesting that fits are of equivalent quality on average. This is in line with our earlier finding that there is no obvious line core problem for DB white dwarfs in comparison to DA stars. This suggests that the next step is to calculate a grid of mixed He/H 3D atmospheres and revisit earlier spectroscopic analyses.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first-ever 3D radiationhydrodynamics simulations of DB white dwarf atmospheres and discussed them in terms of the 3D effects on synthetic spectra. Briefly examined were the significant differences between these new 3D models and their previously available 1D counterparts in terms of the temperature and density stratifications. This distinction arises from the different models of convection; the 3D treatment derived from first principles and the more approximate mixing-length theory in 1D. Our 3D simulations are not without approximations either, but these issues can be largely overcome when computing 3D corrections with carefully selected reference 1D models. In our case, the sister-code of CO 5 BOLD, LHD, was used, which treats opacity binning and scattering in the exact same fashion as CO 5 BOLD.
The 3D corrections on the atmospheric parameters were Figure 18 . Example 1D LHD (top panel) and 3D (bottom panel) fits to the spectrum of the DB white dwarf WD 0845−188. The continuum flux is fixed to unity by a fitting function at predefined wavelength points shown as green tick marks in the panels (see BW11). The best fit atmospheric parameters assuming a pure-helium composition are identified on the panels.
constrained by using both 1.5D and 3D spectra, which represent the two extremes of enhancing or neglecting the 3D fluctuations, respectively. Corrections found with either method are similar, and the differences are within typical fitting uncertainties, suggesting that full 3D spectral synthesis is not required. The 3D spectra, drawn from 3D structures averaged over constant optical depth, have thus been used to estimate 3D corrections for pure-helium atmosphere white dwarfs. We find that current 1D synthetic spectra, under the ML2/α = 1.25 parameterisation of the mixing-length theory, overpredict log g in the range 12 000 K T eff 23 000 K by as much as 0.4 dex. It is a surprising result since DB white dwarf parameters have not been reported to be erroneous in this T eff range. Photometric fits using Gaia Data Release 2 are expected to provide independent masses for all known DB stars, giving us a better description of the shortcomings in the line broadening or current 1D and 3D model atmospheres. The next step will be to fully revisit the earlier 1D spectroscopic analyses by computing a grid of mixed He/H 3D simulations. This will account for the hypothesis that most if not all helium-rich atmosphere white dwarfs have hydrogen traces (Koester & Kepler 2015) . The 1D envelopes will also be recalibrated with updated mixing-length parameters that are able to reproduce the size of the 3D convection zones as in Tremblay et al. (2015b) .
